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Tax Smoothing with Stochastic InterestRates: A
Reassessmentof Clinton's Fiscal Legacy
The returnto "sound"fiscal policy after the high budget deficits of the
1980s and early 1990s has been hailed by many as the Clinton administration's most importantachievement.We evaluatepost-war,U.S. fiscal policy
using a generalizedtax-smoothingmodel that allows for stochasticinterest
rates and growth rates. We show that contraryto conventional wisdom,
the evolution of the U.S. debt-GDP ratio duringthe 1980s was remarkably
consistent with the tax-smoothing paradigm. In fact, a more substantial
departureoccurredduringthe late 1990s, when the debt-GDP ratiofell more
rapidly than predictedby optimal tax smoothing.
JEL codes: E4, E6, H6
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IN A SEMINALPAPER,Barro (1979) developed a positive

theory of debt determination,which generatedthe classic tax-smoothingresult and
implications for the evolution of the public debt. He demonstratedthat between
1916 and 1976, governmentdebt policy in the UK and the U.S. was surprisingly
consistent with his simple theory. Recently, however, many have argued that the
debtexperiencesof the U.S. (andotherOECDeconomies) in the 1980s were seriously
at odds with the predictionsof the tax-smoothingparadigm.1The basic theoryimplies
that the budget deficit should only increase temporarilyin response to shocks to

1. See, among others, Roubini and Sachs (1989), Alesina and Tabellini (1990), and Alesina and
Perotti (1995).
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government spending and growth, whereas the budget deficits in the 1980s and
early 1990s were persistentlyhigh (see Figure 1). In a recent assessment of U.S.
fiscal policy, Alesina (2000) states:"Whilethe mediocregrowthperformancein the
period 1979-82 contributesto the increase in deficits, the rest of the 1980s clearly
show a radical departurefrom tax smoothing, as budget deficits accumulatedin a
period of peace and sustainedgrowth."He concludes that "the fiscal policy of the
1980s was unsound from the point of view of tax smoothing."2
In 1993, perhaps heeding economists' criticisms, the U.S. congress passed the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act that included a variety of tax increases and
spending cuts. Although income tax rates for low-income individuals were not
affected, those for high-income earnerswere increased, as were the corporatetax
rates.3As Figure 1 illustrates,this policy measure along with strong GDP growth
contributedto dramaticreductionsin budget deficits and debt in the late 1990s. The
reductionin the public debt has been widely hailed in many cornersand is viewed
as a major achievementof the Clinton administration.
In this article, we argue that the high budget deficits and rising public debt in
the 1980s were caused mainly by shocks to the interestrate and GDP growth rate,
ratherthan any significantdeparturefrom sound fiscal policy. Takingthese shocks
into account, we show that U.S. fiscal policy in the 1980s was perfectly consistent
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FIG. 1. U.S. budget surplusand debt

2. Underlines added by the authors.
3. A new 36% bracketwas introducedfor individualtaxable income in excess of $115,000 and for
joint taxable income in excess of $140,000. A new 39.6% bracketon income over $250,000 was also
introduced.Corporatetaxpayerswith incomes in excess of $10 million were moved to a marginaltax
rate of 35% (ratherthan 15% or 34%).
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with tax smoothing. Rather,we contend that it is the recent budget cuts and the
rapidreductionof the U.S. publicdebtthatrepresenta moresignificantdeparturefrom
the principle of tax smoothing.
Figure2 illustratesthe primarydeficit along with the overallbudgetdeficit.While,
on average, the primarydeficits in the late 1970s and early 1980s were higher than
those in the periodbefore 1975, this was mainlybecauseof two drasticbut temporary
increases in the primarydeficit duringthe two big recessions: 1974-76 and 198183. The reasonthatthe budgetdeficitswerepersistentlyhigh is thatinterestpayments
on the debt as a percentageof GDP increased significantlyduringthose years. As
Figure 3 illustrates,the growth-adjustedinterestrate switched from being negative
to positive during the 1980s, mainly due to high interestrates. Figure 4 illustrates
how the debt-GDP ratiowould have evolved if the growth-adjustedeffective interest
rate4had remainedat a constant level equal to the pre-1980 average: there would
have been no increase in debt-GDP ratio in the 1980s. It is obvious from this
counter-factualthatthe high interestratesand low growthratesof the late 1970s and
early 1980s largely account for the rising debt-GDP ratio.5
Should the Reaganand Bush administrationshave significantlyraisedthe tax rate
to offset the impact of rising interest rates on the debt? What is the optimal tax
response to interest and growth rate shocks implied by the tax-smoothingtheory?
Barro's(1979) model implies that the averageeffective tax rate should be given by
=
t -bt

+

g',

(1)

where Pdenotes the growth-adjustedeffective interestrate,bt denotes the debt-GDP
ratio, and gp is the permanentcomponentof the spending-GDP ratio (Roubini and
Sachs 1989).6Thus, the optimal tax rate is set so as to cover the interestpayments
on the debt and the spending that are expected to be permanent.As noted above,
the sustainedincrease in the debt duringthe 1980s was largely due to a significant
increasein r ratherthan a significantincreasein gp. The view thatrecentexperience
is not consistent with tax smoothing is based on the argumentthat the rise in Pbt
should have resulted in a one-for-one increase in the effective tax rate. However,
Barro's basic model cannot be directly used to address these questions because it
assumes deterministic interest and growth rates, so that any movement in r is
effectively viewed as permanent.If the policy makertakes into accountthe potential
variationin r, the optimal tax rate is not given by Equation(1).
In this paper,we generalize Barro'stax-smoothingmodel to allow for stochastic
variation in P and use it to assess the usefulness of the tax-smoothing theory in
accounting for post-war U.S. fiscal policy. We characterizethe optimal tax policy
in this model and show that the average tax rate should not rise one-for-one with
4. The growth-adjustedeffective interest rate equals the average nominal interest rate the federal
governmentpays on its debt minus the nominal GDP growth rate.
5. The interestrate and GDP growth rate also played importantroles prior to 1975. Despite budget
deficits for most of the years between 1955 and 1974, the debt-to-GDPratio declined sharplybecause
the interest rate on debt was significantlybelow the GDP growth rate.
6. If spending were i.i.d., gp would be a constant.
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FIG.2. Budget surplusand primarysurplus

the interest payments on the debt. In fact, the optimal tax response to an increase
in debt due to an interestrate shock should be very modest-of the same orderof
magnitude as the response to a transitoryspending shock. The intuition for this
follows directlyfromthe basic principlesof tax smoothing:an increasein the growthadjustedinterestrateis like a puretransitoryincreasein governmentexpendituresin
thatit increasesthe stock of governmentdebt as a percentageof GDP with no direct
impact on future government expenditures.The optimal tax response, then, is to
have a small but permanentincrease in the tax rate that will pay off the increase in
the stock of debt graduallyover time.
When we calibratethe parametersof our model to match post-warU.S. data, we
find that the optimal marginalresponse of taxes to both the debt and temporary
governmentspending shocks is quantitativelysmall, and that the dynamics of the
surplusanddebt-to-GDPratiosimpliedby the tax-smoothingtheorymatchthe actual
data remarkablywell. Indeed, under our benchmarkcalibration,the departureof
the surplus from the tax-smoothing model was more substantialduring the late
1990s thanit was duringthe 1980s. More generally,for reasonableparametervalues,
we find no evidence that the persistent budget deficits generated by the Reagan
administrationwere inconsistent with tax smoothing.7
Throughoutour analysis, we (like Barro) take the interest rate faced by the
governmentto be independentof fiscalpolicy.Thereareseveralreasonsto believe that
an exogenous interest rate process may not be a bad assumptionempirically.The
7. Relatedly, Ball, Elmendorf, and Mankiw (1998) argue that since with high probabilitythe U.S.
growth rate exceeds the ex-post interest rate, a large but temporarydeficit may be welfare improving.
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FIG.3. Growth-adjustedinterest rate

evidence of Huizinga and Mishkin (1986) and Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (2000)
suggests that the high interest rates in the 1980s were mainly caused by a regime
change in monetarypolicy in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and Plosser (1982)
and Evans (1987) find at most a small effect of budget deficits on interest rates.
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Moreover,since the main purposeof this paperis to study the quantitativeresponse
to interestrate shocks, we need a model thatgeneratesa realisticdistributionof such
shocks. Standardequilibriumbusiness cycle models have difficultiesin generatinga
realistic interestrate process. To mimic the interestrate movements in the data, we
would still have to introduce some exogenous interest rate shocks in a general
equilibriummodel.
In theirgeneralequilibriumanalysesof optimaltaxation,LucasandStokey (1983),
Zhu (1992), andChari,Christiano,and Kehoe (1994) all assumethatthe government
uses state-contingentdebt. While the degree of insurancethat the governmentactually enjoys is unclear,the extent to which these models are consistent with the data
is controversial.In particular,they have the strong implicationthat the debt-GDP
ratio decreases duringperiods when governmentexpendituresare temporarilyhigh
and increases when governmentexpendituresare temporarilylow, purely because
of the state contingency. Moreover, as pointed out by Aiyagari et al. (2002),
the persistenceof the optimaldebt-GDP ratioimpliedby these models is significantly
lower thanis observedin the data. Imposingthe restrictionthat the governmentcan
only issue risk-free debt may generate more realistic debt dynamics. However,
analyzing the optimal taxation problem in a general equilibriummodel with riskfree borrowingis computationallyvery difficult(Chari,Christiano,and Kehoe 1995,
p. 366).8
Recently,Angeletos (2002) has shown that,in theory,the optimaltax policy under
state-contingentdebt can be replicatedusing risk-freeborrowingif the government
structuresthe maturityof its debt optimally in the face of shocks. However, as
illustratedby Marcetand Scott (2000) and Lloyd-Ellis and Zhu (2001), thereis little
evidence that the U.S. or other governmentsfollow such policies-there appearsto
be plenty of room for furtherrisk managementby adjustingthe maturitystructure
or otherwise. Moreover, Buera and Nicolini (2001) find that the debt positions
needed to sustain the optimal allocation in a model like that of Angeletos (2002)
are unrealisticallyhigh (on the orderof a few hundredtimes GDP).9Our objective
in this paperis not to develop a normativemodel of how U.S. fiscal policy should
be carriedout. Ratherit is to demonstratethatthe tax-smoothingparadigm(appropriately generalized)cannot be rejected as a positive explanationof U.S. debt policy,
based on the growth of the debt-GDP ratio in the 1980s.
The rest of the paperis organizedas follows: Section 1 develops the model and
Section 2 characterizesthe optimaltax policy understochasticinterestrates.Section
3 provides several analyticallytractableexamples to illustratethe main qualitative
implicationsof the model. Section4 studiesthe quantitativeimplicationsfor the debtGDP ratio that result when the model is calibratedto U.S. data, and Section 5
provides some concludingremarks.Technicaldetails are relegatedto the Appendix.
8. Aiyagari et al. (2002) are the only one that we know of who tackle such a problem. But they do
not consider interest rate shocks.
9. Note, however, that if the government can invest in short-termassets whose returnsare highly
responsive to output or expenditureshocks, the optimal debt positions can be much lower (Angeletos
2002, Appendix B).
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1. THE MODEL
We extend Barro's(1979) tax-smoothingmodel by allowing for stochasticinterest
and GDP growthrates.In this model, output,interestrate, and governmentexpenditures are taken as exogenous, and the government can finance its expenditures
throughtaxationor by issuing nominally risk-free debt. Throughoutthe paper,the
interest and GDP growth rates to which we refer are always nominal.
Let Ytdenote GDP,Pt the price level, Gt governmentexpenditures,and rt the tax
rate in period t. Let Bt be the stock of public debt at the beginning of period t and
rt-1 the (continuouslycompounding)risk-freenominalinterestratepaid on the debt
in period t,10which is determinedin period t - 1. Normalizing gives us the debtGDP ratio, bt = Bt / Pt Yt-1,expenditure-GDPratiogt = G / PtYt,and the growth
rate of nominal GDP vt = ln(PtY,/Pt-Yt-,). The government'speriod-by-period
budget constraintcan thereforebe expressed in GDP units as
bt+l = exp(rt-

- vt)bt + gt -

t .

(2)

Taxes impose a deadweightloss on the economy in period t that is proportionalto
GDP and a quadraticfunction of the tax rate
t(3)
2trYt.
The government'sobjective is to choose the optimal tax policy that minimizes the
present discountedexpected deadweight lossesll
V(bo)= max - {r}t>0

M t=O

EoMt1 tYt,
2

(4)

subjectto the flow budget constraint(Equation2) and the no-Ponzi game restriction
lim EtMt+bt+j+1Yt+j< 0 .

j_->00oo

(5)

Here, we assume that the governmentuses the market stochastic discount factor,
Mt, to discount future deadweight losses. For the post-war period, the average
nominal GDP growth rate exceeded the average nominal one-year interest rate. If
we use the average one-year interest rate as the discount rate for the government,
the government'sobjective function would be unboundedand the optimal policy
would not be well-defined. However, with a stochastic discount factor, this is not
a problem provided that the risk premiumassociated with GDP growth shocks is
sufficiently large.12In addition, when tax rates, interest rates, and GDP growth
10. Let r' be the ratio of interestpaymentsto debt. We define the effective interestrate as r = In (1 +
r'), so that the gross interest is er. This transformationis for analyticalconvenience only.
11. This is the same assumptionused by Barro (1979).
12. In the literature,authorshave side-steppedthis problem by using the interest rate on long-term
bonds ratherthanone-yearinterestrateon debt. But thereis no justificationfor using a long-terminterest
rate to discount annually.
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rates are deterministic,discountingusing the stochasticdiscountfactoris equivalent
to discountingusing one-year interestrate.
Standardargumentscan be used to show thatthe government'soptimaltax policy
is characterizedby the following first-ordercondition:
TtYt=E,[ M l exp(rt - vt.),t+lY,],

(6)

and the transversalitycondition (Equation5). If we define the nominal stochastic
discount factor as
= Mt / Pt,

(7)

then the first-ordercondition (Equation6) can be rewrittenmore succinctly as
(8)

kt= Et[qt+ l,t+],

where
q,+l =

(9)

exp(r,).

Since rt is the risk-freenominal interestrate, the no-arbitrageconditionimplies that
M l
E,[q+l] = Et[
exp(rt) =

.

(10)

Let zt representa vector of exogenous shocks in period t, which include rt, vt, gt,
and any shocks to MtP,and let z(')be the history of the shocks up to t. Assume that
z(t) has a well-defined probability density function t,(z(t)). Then, Equation (10)
implies that
it(Zt+ 1

())=

qt+lXt(Zt+ 1(t))

(11)

is also a conditional density function, which we call the risk-adjustedprobability
density function.Underthis risk-adjustedprobabilitydensity function,Equation(8)
can be written as
, = [Et,+l] .

(12)

PROPOSITION
1: The optimal tax rate follows a martingaleprocess under the

risk-adjustedprobabilitydistribution.
If both the interestrate rt and the growthrate v, are constant,and the government
uses the interest rate as its discount rate, then, qt+l - 1, and we have Barro's taxsmoothing result that the optimal tax rate follows a martingaleprocess under the
originalprobabilitydistribution.Proposition 1 is simply a generalizationof Barro's
result to the case of a stochasticinterestrate and a stochasticGDP growthrate. The
key implication of Barro's model, that the tax rate follows a martingaleprocess,
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remainsvalid in the generalizedmodel underthe risk-adjustedprobabilitydistribution. In the next section, we turn to characterizingthe optimal tax policy in the
presence of shocks to interestrate, GDP growthrate, and governmentexpenditures.
2. CHARACTERIZINGTHE OPTIMALTAX POLICY
When nominalinterestand GDP growthratesareconstants,the optimaltax policy
has a very simple representationgiven in Equation(1), where r = er-v - 1. That
is, the optimal tax rate is set so as to cover the debt-servicing requirementand
the permanentcomponent of government expenditure.However, with stochastic
variationin interestand growthrates, we cannot simply replace r and v in Equation
(1) with their stochastic counterparts,because the optimal policy should take this
variation into account. In this section, we specify more explicitly the shock
processes and the stochastic discount factor underlyingthe optimizationproblem
described above. We show that under these specifications, the optimal tax policy
turnsout to have a representationsimilarto Equation(1), but that the sensitivity of
taxes to changes in the debt-service component depends on the persistence of
these changes.13
The stochastic discountfactor: we directly specify a parametricprocess for the
stochastic discount factor
1

= rt +
-n( _lnMt+,
t)

1

2

+

t+l

(13)

where em,t+iis an i.i.d. variablewith distributionN(0, a2m).
This specificationensures
that the no-arbitrage condition (Equation 10) for the nominal interest rate is
always satisfied. This approachhas recently been used by several authorsto study
the term-structureof interest rates and to analyze the optimal portfolio allocation
problem.'4It has the advantageof being able to generate realistic distributionsof
interestrates and asset returns,which is importantfor our analysis of optimalpolicy
under stochastic interest rates.
For any risky nominalreturnri,+l, the following no-arbitrageconditionmust hold
Et Mp exp(ri,t+)]=

.

(14)

If we assume that the unexpected return i,t+l = ri,t+l- Et[ri,t+l] has a normal
conditional distribution,then, substitutingEquation (13) into Equation (14) implies that
13. The natureof the optimal tax policy remains the same under much more general specifications
thanthose consideredhere.We adoptthese particularspecificationsto facilitatethe quantitativeanalysisof
Section 4.
14. See, for example, Campbell, Lo, and MacKinallay(1997) and Campbell and Viceira (2001).
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Et[ri,t+ 1-

rt] +

Var(?i,t+ 1) = Covt(i,t+ 1, ?m,t+1)

(15)

That is, the expected excess returnof asset i (after adjusting a variance term for
log-returns) equals the conditional covariance between the asset return and the
innovation in the stochastic discount factor, which measures the risk premiumon
asset i. We assume that ?m,t+lis proportionalto the unexpectedreturnof the market
portfolio. So, our model implies that the expected excess returnto asset i equals
the conditional covariance between the asset return and the unexpected return
of the marketportfolio, which is the same implicationof the standardcapital asset
pricing model (CAPM).
The shock processes: the interestrate is assumed to follow a first-orderMarkov
process, and the processes for GDP growth rates and governmentexpendituresare
given by the following equations:
vt+l = v + 2

v,t+ l ,

(16)

(17)

gt+l = (1 - pg)g + Pggt + Eg,t+l

where 0 < pg < 1, and et+1 and ?g t+l are independenti.i.d. variableswith distributionsN(O,ov) andN(0, ag), respectively.We furtherassumethat {rt)t>ois independent
of {Ev,t}t>0 and

{?g,t}t_>O15

Growth-riskpremium:we assumethatinnovationsto the stochasticdiscountfactor
{?m,t
}t> are independentof {rt}t>oand governmentexpenditureshocks {?g,t}to, but
are correlatedwith shocks to GDP growth { v,t}t> We also assume that the random
vector (Em,t, Evt)is i.i.d. andhas a joint normaldistributionwith a constantcovariance
given by
(18)

Y = Cov(E,t, ?m,t).

FromEquation(15) we know thatymay be interpretedas the riskpremiumassociated
with shocks to the GDP growth rate.
Given these assumptions,a fairly straightforwardcharacterizationof the optimal
tax policy is possible.
PROPOSITION 2: If there exists a function 4(.) and a constant )* > O, such that
0 < O* < O(rt) < 1 and

,
W= etr^7^[
-V ^(rt+1)
(rt) =
1 + ert +yEt [0(rt+1)]

E

(19)
(19)

then, the optimal tax rate is given by
15. In our 1955-99 sample data, these correlationsturnout to be very small (both contemporaneous
and lagged), and ignoringthem greatlysimplifiesboth the theoreticaland quantitativeanalyses. However,
we consider the qualitativeimplicationsof allowing for them in Section 4.3.
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(20)

where
gP = g +

((rt)(gt

-

g),

(21)

andtl(rt) < 1 is the unique boundedsolution to the linearfunctional equation
(22)
W(rt)= (1 - 4(rt))pgEt[b(rt+)] + 4(rt).
PROOF:
See Appendix.
In the Appendix,we show thata function0(.) satisfyingthe conditionsin Proposition 2 exists provided that
rt - v + y > 6 almost surely

(23)

for some constant6 > 0. Condition(23) is non-trivial.In the U.S., the interestrate
during the post-war period was often below the average GDP growth rate. For
Condition (23) to hold, the risk premiumon shocks to the growth rate, y, must be
sufficientlylarge. Condition(23) is only a sufficientcondition. Even for a value of
y, such that the condition does not hold, there may still exist a uniformlybounded
solution to Equation(19).
Thus, if the risk premium is sufficiently large, Proposition 2 implies that the
optimal tax rate has a similarrepresentationas that when interest and growth rates
are constants. In particular,it shows that the optimal tax rate can be decomposed
into two parts:the tax responseto debt, 4(rt) exp(rt_ - vt)bt,andpermanentgovernment expenditure,gP, which is the sum of the long-term mean of government
expenditures,g, and the permanentcomponentof governmentexpenditureshocks,
(rt)(gt

- g). Shocks to the interest rate and the GDP growth rate affect the optimal

tax policy throughtheir impacts on the debt-GDP ratio and throughtheir impacts
on the marginalresponsesof the tax rateto debt andgovernmentexpenditureshocks.
Let Ot =

0(rt)

exp(rt -

- vt) denote the marginal tax response to the debt, and

let t = et-Vt- 1 denote the growth-adjustedinterest rate on the debt. Then, the
evolution of the debt-GDP ratio implied by the optimal tax policy is describedby
bt1

- bt =
[1 -

J(rt)](gt

-

g) + (^ - O)bt.

(24)

Since \x(rt) < 1, the debt-GDP ratio will increase if there is a positive shock to
governmentexpenditures.Startingfrom a positive level, the debt-GDP ratio will
also increase in the absence of government expenditure shocks whenever the
marginaltax response to debt, Ot,is less than the growth-adjustedinterest rate, rt.
Note that if there were no interest or growth shocks, then in effect = t .t3. SOME ILLUSTRATIVEEXAMPLES
In Section 4, we numerically characterizethe quantitativeimplications of our
tax-smoothingmodel calibratedto U.S. data. However, in order to develop some
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intuition for the natureof our results, it is useful to consider a numberof special
cases that are solved analyticallyin the Appendix.
Example 1: Holding the interestrate constant,whenever the GDP growth rate is
far enough below its average level, the optimal debt-GDP ratio rises, even in the
absence of governmentexpenditureshocks.
This case is almost identical to Barro'soriginal model except that nominal GDP
growthis stochastic,andthe implied optimaltax policy is the same, once we replace
the interestrater with its risk-adjustedcounterpartr + y. In the absenceof spending
shocks, the optimal growth in the debt-GDP ratio is then given by
rt-

O, = e-vt-Y - 1.

(25)

Since y > 0, the marginaltax response to debt, Ot, exceeds the effective interest
rate, rt, on averageand, as a result, the optimaldebt-GDP ratio declines on average
in the absence of shocks to government expenditure (as a percentage of GDP).
However, whenever the realized GDP growth rate is lower than average so that
vt < v - y, then Ot <

t

and the optimal debt-GDP ratio grows.

Example 2: With zero persistencein governmentspending,the optimal marginal
tax response to the gross debt-GDP ratio is of the same order of magnitude as
would be the response to transitoryspending shocks.
If pg = 0, the optimal tax policy is given by
't = g + -(rt)[exp(rt_l

-

vt)bt + gt-

g] .

(26)

Thus, in this case, the marginal tax response to the gross debt-GDP ratio,
exp(r,l1 - vt)bt, is identical to the marginal response to pure transitory shocks
to governmentexpenditures.16
The optimaltax responseto purelytransitoryexpenditure shocks is relativelysmall-indeed, the key idea of tax smoothingis thatthe tax
should not fully respond to non-permanentincreases in spending. This example,
therefore,implies that we should not expect a significantincreasein the optimaltax
rate due to a rise in public debt caused by an increase in the growth-adjusted
interestrate.The intuitionbehindthis resultis as follows: an increasein the growthadjustedinterestrateis like a puretransitoryincreasein governmentexpendituresin
thatit increasesthe stock of governmentdebt as a percentageof GDP with no direct
impact on future governmentexpenditures.The optimal tax response, then, is to
have a small but permanentincrease in the tax rate that will pay off the increase in
the stock of debt graduallyover time.
Example 3: Holding nominalGDP and governmentexpenditureconstant,as long
as interestrateshocks arenot permanent,the optimaldebt-GDP ratiorises whenever
interestrates are higher than average.
In this example, we consider a two-state Markovprocess for the interestrate, in
which the transitionto the high interestrate state is not permanent.In this case, tax
16. Increasingpg raises the responsiveness of the tax rate to spending shocks, but has no effect on
its responsivenessto the gross debt-GDP ratio. Thus, in general, the responsivenessto the gross debtGDP ratio is less than that to spending shocks.
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smoothing implies that the optimal debt-GDP ratio declines in the low interest
rate state and is non-decreasingin the high interestrate state. If the economy were
to remain in the high interestrate state permanently,then the debt-GDP ratio will
be a constant.If the economy remainsin the high interestrate state only temporarily,
thenthe debt-GDP ratiorises when the interestrateis high. Therefore,the optimaltax
response to a positive interest rate shock depends on the persistence of the shock.
If the shock is permanent,than the optimal tax response is to fully respond to the
shock so thatthe debt-GDP ratio stays constant.If the shock is temporary,however,
the optimal tax response is such that the debt-GDP ratio increases, since it is
expected thatthe interestratewill decline and thereforedebt-GDP ratiowill decline
in the future.
Example 4: Even if interest rate increases are expected to be permanent,the
optimaldebt-GDP ratiostill rises duringperiodsof lower thanaverageGDP growth.
Suppose that everything is the same as in Example 3, except that vt is an i.i.d.
variable.If an increasein the interestrateis permanent,then the growthin the debtGDP ratio is given by
t - O, = exp(v - v)
1,

(27)

which is positive if vt < v, in which case the debt-GDP ratio increases (assuming
bt > 0). Thus, even if there is a permanentpositive shock to the interest rate, the
debt-GDPratiostill increasesif the GDP growthrateis temporarilylow. Since shocks
to the GDP growth rate are generally not persistent, the optimal tax response to
negative shocks to GDP growth rate is such that the debt-GDP ratio increases.
From these examples, we can see why the tax-smoothingpolicy implies that the
budget would persistentlybe in surpluspriorto the 1980s and persistentlyin deficit
during the 1980s. Prior to the 1980s, the real interest rate was low and the GDP
growth rate was high, so that the growth-adjustedinterest rate was well below its
long-termaverage. In this period, the optimal marginaltax response to debt should
be higher than the growth-adjustedinterest rate on debt, which implies that the
debt-GDP ratio should decline. In the 1980s, the real interestrate increasedsignificantly and the GDP growth rate dropped.These shocks to the interestrate and the
GDP growth rate pushed the growth-adjustedinterest rate above its long-term
average and, in this period, the tax response to the debt should optimally be less
than the growth-adjustedinterest rate on debt. This, along with the temporary
shocks to governmentexpenditure,implies that the debt-GDP ratio should have
optimally increased during this period. So, at least qualitatively,the dynamics of
the U.S. budget appear to have been consistent with that predicted by the taxsmoothing theory.
Of course, this does not necessarily imply that the tax-smoothingmodel predicts
fiscal deficits of the magnitudethatwas observedin the 1980s. To addressthis issue,
it is necessary to comparethe quantitativepredictionsof the model with the data.
4. QUANTITATIVEIMPLICATIONSOF TAX SMOOTHING
In this section, we study quantitativelythe dynamics of the U.S. public debt
implied by the optimal tax policy characterizedabove. To do so, we estimate
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the shock processes and calibratethe risk-premiumparametery. The datawe use are
describedin detail in Appendix.
4.1 Estimatingthe Shock Processes
We assume that the interestrate also follows an AR(1) process
Prrt +
rt+l = (1 - pr)- + p

r,t+ ,

(28)

where r,tis an i.i.d. variablewith distributionN(O, r2).We estimateEquations(16),
(17), and (28) using full informationmaximum likelihood. The estimated results
are reportedin Table 1. To solve the functionalEquations(19) and (22), however,
we need to discretize the process for the interestrate rt. We do so using a ten-state
Markovchain to approximatethe estimatedAR(1) process of rt specified in Equation (28).17

4.2 Calibratingthe Risk-PremiumParametery
We allow the marketportfolioto consist of both financialand humancapital, and
approximatethe returnon humancapital by the per capita GDP growthrate. Thus,
we have
?m,t+1 = P[Xe,t+i + (1 - X)Ev,t+] ,

(29)

where p is the ratio of Em,t+l to the unexpected return on the market portfolio, ee,t+1

is the unexpectedreturnon a marketindex, and X is the weight of financialcapital
in the marketportfolio.We assume that Ee,t+lis distributednormally,N(O, e2).This
specificationfollows that of Jagannathanand Wang (1996) who show that allowing
for human capital to be part of the market portfolio can significantly improve
TABLE 1
BENCHMARK PARAMETER VALUES (1947-99)
Parameter

Estimate

Standarderror

F
Pr
v
ov2
aev

0.075896
0.967508
0.069598
0.000843
0.001250

0.019886
0.032462
0.029036
0.000201
0.000298

_2

0.026773

0.006375

0.141080
0.173082
00.603830

0.163630
0.007984
0.070695

re
g
g
P
Y

A.~~~~9~~~~
~0.3

8.821584
0.008513

17. The basic idea is similar to Example 3 above except that we allow ten possible values for the
interest rate and calibrate the transitionprobabilitiesso that the process approximatesthe estimated
AR process.
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the fit of the CAPM in accounting for the cross-section of expected returns on
the NYSE.18They argue that aggregate loans against future human capital (e.g.,
mortgages,consumercredit, and personalbank loans) account for as much wealth
in the U.S. as equities.Moreover,thereare also active insurancemarketsfor hedging
the risk to human capital (e.g., life insurance,UI, and medical insurance).In the
calibrationexercise below, we not only follow Jagannathanand Wang (1996) by
assuming that X = 0.3 as the benchmark,but we also investigate the sensitivity of
our results to other choices of X.
For any given value of X, we use the no-arbitrageconditionto calibratethe value
of P. From Equations(15) and (29), we have
E[re,t+l

-

I
rt] + a2 e = P[2

2

+ (1 - k)Jev].

(30)

Taking unconditionalexpectation on both sides of the equation and solving for
p yields
(31)
E[re,t+l - rt] + 2 e
-

Xoe2+ (1 -

)(oev

Since both the variance of the unexpected marketreturn,a2, and the covariance
between the marketreturnand GDP growth, Ove, can be estimatedfrom the data,19
we compute P from Equation(31) by replacingthe expectationE[re,t+1 - rt] with
the sample mean, re - r. The growth-riskpremiumis given by
Y = P[X,ev + (1

)O2],

(32)

which can be computedby substitutingfor the value of P using Equation(31). The
calibrationresults for the benchmarkcase are reportedin Table 1.
Given the estimatedshockprocessesandthe calibratedparameterfor the stochastic
discountfactor,we solve the functionalEquation(19) numerically.Given the solution
to Equation(19), d(rt), we then numericallysolve the functional Equation(22) to
get (rt). Given O(rt), i(rt), and the initial level of the debt-GDP ratio bo, we
calculate the optimal tax rate and the debt-GDP ratio iteratively using Equations
(20) and (2). The algorithmwe use to solve O(rt)and W(rt)numericallyis given in
the Appendix.
4.3 Results
Benchmarkcase. Figure 5 comparesthe actual tax rate to that predictedby the
tax-smoothing policy for the benchmarkcase. In the data, we follow Barro by
computing the actual effective tax rate as the ratio of tax revenues to GDP. The
volatility of the predictedtax rate is somewhat less than the volatility of the actual
tax rate. However, it is remarkablehow well the time-averageof optimal tax rate
predictedby the model matches that in the data. The average level from the model
18. Jagannathanand Wang (1996) proxy the market returnto human capital using the growth in
labor income.
19. The details on how we estimate Ove and a2 are given in Appendix.
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FIG.5. Actual and predictedtax rate

is largely determinedsolely by the long run level of governmentexpenditure;so
this implies that, on average, during the post-war period, tax revenues have been
quite consistent with intertemporalbudget balance.20
Despite the relative smoothness of the predicted tax rate, it can be seen from
Figure 6 that the predictedbudget surplustracksthe dynamics of the actual surplus
well, especially duringthe 1980s.21As a result,the evolution of the debt-GDP ratio
in the benchmarkcase (Figure 7) is very close to that in the data. In other words,
the excess volatility of the actual tax rate is neither great enough nor persistent
enough to make much differenceto the evolution of the debt. Given thatthe optimal
tax is extremely smooth, it is not surprisingthat the implied debt-GDP ratio is very
sensitive to the shocks to governmentexpendituresand the growth-adjustedinterest
rate. The sharpincrease in the U.S. debt-GDP ratio in the 1980s resultedfrom the
fact that adverse interest rate and growth shocks were not offset by tax rate
movements.Ourresultsdemonstratethatthis is both qualitativelyand quantitatively
consistent with the tax-smoothingtheory.
Interestingly,since 1994, however, the actual surplus-GDPratio has been much
higher than that predictedby the tax-smoothingtheory,so that the debt-GDP ratio
declined too rapidly.This rapidreductionin debt has been associatedwith a significant increase in taxes as a percentageof GDP, partly due to the new tax increases
20. This resultcomplementsthe workof Bohn (1998), who findsevidence in supportof the sustainability of the U.S. debt-GDP ratio.
21. Although,actual taxes appearvolatile in Figure 5, this is largely a result of the scale. The impact
on the overall surplusof these innovationsis small.
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enacted in the 1993 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act. Thus, according to our
benchmarkcalibration,the view that a major legacy of the Clinton administration
was a returnto "sound"fiscal policy after the "excessive" budget deficits of the
1980s seems incorrect. Rather, it suggests that the fiscal stance of the federal
administrationduringthe late 1990s was overly tight, so thatthe debt-GDP declined
too rapidly. From Figures 5 and 6, it is obvious that there have been several
othertemporarydeparturesfromthe optimalpolicy on a scale similarto thatobserved
in the late 1990s. Other significant departuresare associated with the Korean
war (1949-50), the Johnson surtax (1969-70), and the early 1980s (1979-82).
However, the main point that we emphasizehere is that, in contrastto conventional
wisdom, the departurefrom optimal tax smoothing was greater after 1993 (the
Clinton era) than it was duringthe precedingdecade of large budget deficits under
Reagan and Bush.
Sensitivity analysis. Although, most of the parametervalues we have used in
the benchmark case are the maximum likelihood estimates, there is of course
considerableuncertaintyabouttheir true values as quantifiedby the standarderrors
in Table 1. Moreover,our choice of X = 0.3 for the share of financialassets in the
market portfolio is somewhat arbitrary.It is, therefore, necessary to consider
the sensitivity of our results to changes in the model's parametervalues.
The composition of the market portfolio, X: although Jagannathanand Wang
(1996) show that assuming that wealth consists of human and not just financial
of
value of
the appropriatevalue
wealth improves the
the fit of
of the CAPM to
to U.S. marketdata, the
wealth
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X is unknown.22We, therefore,consider the sensitivity of our results to changes in
the value of X.This parameterentersthe model only via the risk-premiumparameter
y. Using Equations(31) and (32), it is straightforwardto show that

sign[d,y = sign[ae -

2i],

(33)

and for our benchmarkparametersin Table 1 it can be verified that dy/dk < 0.
Thus, reducing the value of X increases the growth-riskpremium, which implies
thatthe marginaltax responseto debt is largerandthe debt impliedby tax smoothing
is lower. Figures 8 and 9 show the surplusand the debt-GDP ratios implied by tax
smoothing for X = 1, 0.3, and 0, respectively. The results are quantitativelyvery
similar for X = 1 and 0.3. For X = 0, the implied growth-risk premium is
significantlyhigherandthereforethe optimaltax ratesare significantlyhigher,which
implies that the predicteddebt is significantlybelow the actual debt. However, this
case representsa very extreme marketportfolio consisting of no financialwealth.
Thepersistence of the shockprocesses (Pr, pg):Example3 shows thatthe optimal
tax responseto debtis sensitive to the persistenceof interestrateshocks.In particular,
a higherPrimpliesa largermarginaltaxresponseto debtand,therefore,a smallereffect
of interestrate shocks on debt. We consideredthe evolution of the surplusand debtGDP ratios implied by the tax smoothing policy for the full range of values of Pr
22. Kandeland Stambaugh(1995) arguethat even if stocks constitutea small fractionof total wealth,
the stock index portfolioreturncould be a good proxy for the returnon the portfolioof aggregatewealth.
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between 0 and 1. While it is true that the tax rates are higher for higher value of
Pr,the quantitativedifferenceis fairlysmall, andis tiny withinone standarddeviation
of the benchmarkestimate. As we demonstratedin Example 4, the marginaltax
response to debt depends on the persistence of both the interestrate and the GDP
growth rate. Since the GDP growth rate is i.i.d., the persistence of the growthadjustedinterest rate is quite low, even if the interest rate itself follows a random
walk. As a result, the debt dynamics implied by the tax smoothing theory are not
very sensitive to our assumptionsregardingthe persistence of interestrate shocks.
As with the interestrateprocess, the optimaltax policy is also largely insensitive
to the persistenceof shocks to governmentspending, pg. Varyingthe parameterby
one ortwo standarddeviationsin eitherdirectionhas a quantitativelyminuteimpacton
the predicted evolution of the debt. In either case, the general dynamics of the
surplus, and in particular,the persistently large budget deficits during the 1980s
remain consistent with the predictionsof the tax-smoothingmodel.
Alternative specifications of the shock processes: although our specification of
the shock processes (see Section 2) allows for a correlationbetween innovations
to the stochastic discount factor and GDP growth, we have not allowed for such a
correlationbetweenGDP growth,realizednominalinterestrates,and/orgovernment
spending. In principle, we could allow for such correlationswithout changing the
basic formulationof the optimal tax policy given in Proposition2.23In our current
23. A more general version of Proposition2, allowing for such correlationsis available on request
from the authors.
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numericalcomputations,calculatingthe optimaltaxpolicy requiresus to representthe
interest rate process with a ten-state Markov process in order to approximate?(r)
and f(r). Adding these correlationswould increase the dimensionalityof the state
space by a factor of 3, significantly raising the computational complexity of
the problem.Given thatin our sample these correlationsturnout to be very smallwe do not find any contemporaneousor lagged correlationcoefficients amongst
these variablesthat exceed 0.1-their quantitativeimpact on the optimal tax rate is
also going to be small.
Intuitively, the qualitative implications of adding these correlations are fairly
straightforwardto see. The small positive correlationbetween rt and v, would imply
a smaller variance in the growth-adjustedinterest rate. This, in turn, would be
reflectedin a smaller growth-riskpremiumand even less sensitivity of the optimal
tax rate to variationsin the debt-GDP ratio than we have calculated above. The
small positive correlationbetween r, and g, implies thatpositive shocks to spending
occur when they are most costly. This would cause the optimal tax rate to be more
sensitive to government spending shocks, and hence somewhat less smooth over
time. However, as long as these shocks are not permanent,the low sensitivity
characterizedabove is unlikely to be affected.
5. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The movement of the U.S. public debt has been greatly influencedby variations
in the interest rate and GDP growth rate. In this paper,we extend Barro's (1979)
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tax-smoothingtheory to allow for stochasticmovementsin the interestrate and the
GDP growth rate. We show how the optimal response of the tax rate to increases
in the debt-GDP ratio and to transitorygovernmentexpenditureshocks depend on
movementsin the interestrate,the GDP growthrateand the risk premiumassociated
with GDP growth variability.The optimal tax policy implies that the response to
increases in the debt-GDP ratio caused by non-permanentincreases in the growthadjustedinterestrate is of the same orderof magnitudeas the response to transitory
spending shocks. As a result, during periods of higher than average interest rates
and lower than average growthrates, an increase in the debt-GDP ratio takes place
as partof an optimaltax-smoothingpolicy, even in the absence of spendingshocks.
When we calibrateour model to post-warU.S. data, we find that the optimal tax
rate and debt dynamicspredictedby our model closely resemble those of the actual
debt. In particular,we find that the sharpincreases in the U.S. debt-GDP ratio in
the 1980s, with no large increase in tax rates, were quite consistent with the taxsmoothing paradigm.Indeed, a more substantialdeparturefrom the principle of
tax smoothing occurredduring the Clinton administrationwhen the surplus-GDP
ratio rose much more rapidly than predictedby the model.
It should be recognized that the tax-smoothing paradigmis about the optimal
method of financing(i.e., taxationor debt), taking as given the process for government expendituresandinterestrates.Ourestimatedprocess for spendingand interest
rates is based on past U.S. experience. The fact that the recent debt-GDP ratio has
fallen more rapidly than predictedby the model implies that taxes were too high,
given the estimatedprocessesfor spendingand interestrates. It does not necessarily
imply that taxes should be cut if spending is anticipatedto be persistentlyhigh in
the near future. For example, if it is anticipatedthat the cost of social security
payments will rise substantiallyand that this increase will be unusuallypersistent,
then the currentlevel of taxes may be warranted.This caveat does not, however,
affect the main message of this paper:it is not possible to conclude that U.S. fiscal
policy duringthe 1980s was unsound from the point of view of tax smoothing.
Although our analysis demonstratesthat our generalizationof Barro's (1979)
model provides a reasonablecharacterizationof post-warU.S. policy, this need not
be the case for othercountries.In particular,some countries(e.g., Belgium, Canada,
and Italy) experienced much larger increases to their debt-GDP levels during the
1980s thandid the U.S., and these increasesmay well reflectthe political constraints
suggested by Alesina and Tabellini (1990) and Alesina and Perotti (1995). In a
related paper, we assess the extent to which the fiscal policies of other OECD
economies conform to our extended tax-smoothingmodel.
APPENDIX
Proof of Propositions
PROOFOF PROPOSITION
2: We need to show that the tax rate given by Equation

(20) satisfies the first-ordercondition (Equation8) and the resultingdebt-GDP ratio
satisfies the transversalitycondition.LeadingEquation(20) forwardone period and
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taking condition expectations, noting that E,[qt+l] = 1, E,[q,+lert t+1] = er-v+,

and that qt+l, rt+l, and gt+l are independent,we have
Et[qt+l't+1] = -Et[qt+l)(rt+ )ertvt+l]bt+1 + Et[q+l]g
+ E,[q,+ l(r+ l)(gt+l - g)]
= ert-+Y
Et,[(rt+ 1)]bt+

+ g + E, [V(rt+ i)]Pg(gt - g).

(34)

So, the first-ordercondition (Equation8) is satisfied if and only if
T, = ert-V+YE,[(r,t+)]bt,+

+ g + E,[V(r,+1)]g(gt - g).

(35)

From Equation(2), Equation(35) is equivalentto
ert V+YE[(rt)]

ert-1-Vt b, + g

(36)

1 + ert-v+YEt[(r+ 1)]
Et[(rt+ 1)] + E,[v(r,+ i)]Pg
1 + ert-v+YEt[@(rt+)]

ert-V+Y

From Equations(19) and (22), however, we have
l)]
ert-V+YEt[4(rt+
rt-=
1 + ert-+7Et[(rt+ 1)]

)(rt),

(37)

ert-v+YE,t[(rt+1)] + Et[W(rt+,)]Pg = (1 - 0(rt))pgEt[(rt+ 1)]
1 + ert-V+YEt[(rt+l)]

+ Et[v(rt+l)] = V(rt).

(38)

Thus, Equation(36) is equivalentto Equation(20), which implies that the optimal
tax ratesatisfiesthe first-ordercondition(Equation8). To verify thatthe transversality
condition is satisfied, all we need to show is that the debt-GDP ratio grows at a
rate that is strictly lower than the growth-adjustedinterestrate. First, use Equation
(20) to substitutefor 't into Equation(2). This yields
bt+1 = (1 -

(rt))ert-1-vtbt + (1

-

Given that 0(rt) >2 * > 0 , we have (1 -

(rt))(gt

-

(rt))ert--vt

g) .
< (1

(39)
-

)*)ert-l-t,

so that the

debt-GDP ratio implied by Equation(20) indeed grows at a rate that is strictly less
than the growth-adjustedinterestrate. Finally, observe that if there exists a strictly
positive unique solution to Equation(19) then 0 < (1 - 0(rt))pg< 1. It follows that
Equation(22) can be solved forwardto get the unique function
W(rt) =

Q.E.D.

(rt) +

pEt

(rt+i) I(1

-(rt+-))]

(40)
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PROPOSITION3:

(T))(r)

Define the mapping T as follows:

exp(r - + y)E[(r') Ir]
1 + exp(r - v + y)E[(r') Ir]

(41)

If there exists a 8 > 0 such that r - v + y > 8, then there exists a function ) that
is a fixed point of T such that 1 > 4 > )* for some )* > 0.
PROOF:Let 0* = 1 - exp(-6) > 0, and let D be the space of measurablefunctions
of r such that 1 > )(r) 2>0* for all r. Then D is a complete norm space with the
sup-norm. For any ) E D, we have, from the condition in the proposition,
(T)>(r)?
(T4)(r)2

+ y)?* > exp(6)4*
1 + exp(r - v + y))* 1 + exp(6))*
exp(r-

*.(42)

(42)

So T(D) c D. It is clear that T is also a monotone operatorand T)* > 0)*. From
Theorem 17.7 of Stokey and Lucas (1989), 4) = limn,o T7'* is a fixed point of T
in D. Finally, from the fact that q > 0 and To = ), we can see that ) < 1. Q.E.D.
NumericalAlgorithmfor Solving Nvand )
The algorithmwe use to solve the function ) follows the proof of Proposition3.
Starting from (O)= 1, we let

((n)

= T(n- 1), and iterate until the sequence {((n)}

converges. Given ), the function v is solved using the same algorithm,except that
the operatorT is now defined as follows:
(T7)(r) = (1 - ?(r))pgE[v(r')

r] + 4(r).

(43)

Analytical Examples
Example 1: If rt = , Vt, andinflationzero the solutionto Equation(19) is given by
)(?) = 1 -e-(r-+,

(44)

and the solution to Equation(22) by
I(?) =

1 - (1 - ())pg

(45)

In the absence of spending shocks, the optimal growth in the debt-GDP ratio is
then given by Equation(25).
Example2: If pg = 0, then from Equation(22), V(rt)= )(rt),and hence Equation
(26) follows.
Example 3: If vt = 0 and gt = g for all t, and o2 = 0, then, Ot = )(rt)ert-1 and

't = g + 4(rt)ert-bt. Equation(19) becomes
ertEt[4(rt+1)]
E
)
.(46)
+
1 ertEt[K(rt+1)]

1
+(rt)=
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Assume furtherthat the interestrate rt follows a two-state Markov process with a
state space {rl, rh}, where rl < rh. Let Pr[rt+l = rilr = rl] = Pl and Pr[rt+l =
rhIrt = rh] = Ph be the transition probabilities, where 0 < pi < 1 and 0 < Ph < 1.
Then, 0 can take on two values, (1 = O(rl)and Oh = O(rh),which are determined

by the following equations:
Oi=

erl[pil + (1 - Pl)h]

1 + erl[pl + (1 -

(47)

(47)

pl)h]

and
h=

erhhPhh + (1 - Ph)l]

1+

(48)

eh[ph(h + (1 - Ph)(l]

As long as rI > 0, there exist unique solutions to the above two equationsand they
satisfy the conditions in Proposition 2. In addition, let O* = 1 - e-r, s E {1, h}.
Then, it is straightforwardto verify that the solutions to Equations (47) and (48)
satisfy
*

<

<1

<
Oh*<

(49)

and that Oh = (h if and only if the transitionto the high interest state is permanent,
Ph = 1.

If rt = rt-1 = rl, then
Ot = (l exp(rl) > ?1 exp(rl) = rt

(50)

and thereforethe debt-GDP ratio decreases. On the other hand, if rt- = r = rh,
we have
Ot =

h exp(rh) <

*exp(rh) = rt

(51)

and the equality holds if and only if Ph = 1.
Example4: Everythingis the same as in Example 3, except vt is an i.i.d. variable
and Ph = 1. Then, (h is given by
h = 1 exp(-(rh

- V)),

(52)

and (1 is determinedby the following equation:
=

exp(r/

-

9)[p/l + (1 - Pl)h]

(53)

1 + exp(r/ - v)[p/l + (1 - Pl)h]
If rt-1 = rt = rh,then the growth in the debt-GDP ratio is given by Equation(27).
The Data
All fiscal variables,including tax revenues, governmentexpenditures,debt, and
interestpaymentson debt, are taken from The EconomicReportof President,2000.
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All these variables are based on fiscal years. To be consistent, the GDP data we
use are also based on fiscal years and are taken from The Economic Report of
President, 2000 as well. Below are more detailed documentationof each of the
variableswe used in the paper.All the tables we referto arethose from TheEconomic
Report of President, 2000, unless stated otherwise.
Tax revenues: TotalReceipts from Table B-78, p. 399.
Government expenditures: Total Outlays minus Net interest, both from Table
B-78, p. 399.
Public debt: Federal Debt (end of period) Held by the public, from Table B-76,
p. 397.
GDP (PtYt):Gross domesticproduct from Table B-76, p. 397.
Budget surplus: TotalReceipts minus Total Outlays.
Primary surplus: Tax revenues minus governmentexpenditures.
Tax rate (Tt): Tax revenues divided by GDP.
Government expenditure-GDP ratio (gt): Governmentexpendituresdivided
by GDP.
Debt-GDP ratio (bt+l): Public debt divided by GDP.
Effective interest rate on debt (r ): Net interest divided by last year's public
debt. The risk-free interestrate is calculated as rt = ln(1 + rt').
Returns on market portfolio (ret): Annual value weighted returnsfrom CRSP.
Estimating oe2 and

oev

Since GDP is measuredas a flow duringa fiscal year (fromOctober1 to September
30) and the marketreturnis measuredas the end of each calendaryear, there is a
mismatchin timingbetweenthe GDP growthrateandthe stock return.We, therefore,
use the one-year-lagged stock returnratherthan the currentreturnin estimating
the covariancebetween the GDP growth rates and the innovationsin stock returns.
This time convention is the same as that used in Campbell, Lo, and MacKinallay
(1997, p. 308) in calculatingthe covariancebetween consumptiongrowthand stock
return.More specifically, we first run the following regression
re,t-1 = 0(O+ alvt-1

+ a2re,t-2 + ?e,t,

and then estimate the covarianceGev by the sample covariancebetween ?e,t and vt.
e2is simply estimatedby the sample varianceof ?e,t.
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